
1.  The following situation may occur filter impurities accumulation.
2. The product is used between water pressure 0.5-5Bar, water temperature 0-70°.
3 .Regularly clean the surface of faucet in neutral wash solution.then dry it with a piece of 
     soft cotton cloth to keep it bright.
4, Alkaline battery 1.5V No.5 used.
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8,Turn on water to check, check all the joints to make sure there is  no leaks.

1, All the parts 6 ,5 ,4 ,3 disassembled from the tap body 1.
2, The a end of the G1/2" Outlet pipe 2  pass through flange 3 , then installinto the 
    M10x1 inlet hole of tap body 1 (Tighten with wrench). 
   The flange 3  install to tap body 1  tightly. 
3, Put the rubber washer 4  into flange 3 , then b end of G1/2" Outlet pipe 2 , and 
    Power output socket 7  pass through the Mounting hole of the basin. 
    Then the flange  3 put into the Mounting hole of the basin, put on the rubber 
    washer 5  at the bottom of the basin. Screw the plastic nut  6  and  tighten the tap 
    body (Note the direction of the tap body).
4, Open the power box and load 4pcs Alkaline Batteries (user prepare the battery ).
5, The b end of G1/2" Outlet pipe 2  connect with the outlet joint of controller box 10 .
     Connect 7  and 8  (note the position of the 4 holes), then lock the two parts by 
     plastic nut 9.
6, Two plastic expansion screws 11  install into the wall, then the plastic fixed shelf 
    13  fixed on the wall by SS304 tapping screws 12 (note the position and height).
      then put the Controller box 10  into Plastic fixed shelf 13.
7,  One end of G1/2" Inlet pipe14  connect with the inlet joint of controller box 10 , 
     another end connect with inlet valve.

Installation and operation instruction
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